IIF Newsletter

IIF also publishes a monthly Newsletter giving news and views of the Institute's activities. It also reviews important current developments in the field of financial management and conducts discussion on various topics of contemporary relevance.

IIF Newsletter gives the details of IIF activities. A brief write up on the topics of seminars organised or addressed in India or abroad, Memoranda of Understanding signed, visits of foreign scholars, or foreign visits of IIF faculty, review of IIF publications, Finance India, brief review of reports of international financial news and reactions of readers.

IIF Newsletter is circulated free of cost to all the IIF’s present and past students, chairmen and managing directors of over 1000 companies & banks, government officials, academia: universities and institutions, subscribers of Finance India and others who show particular interest in IIF Newsletter.

Publications

IIF research publications have tremendously contributed to the cause of nation building and quality of education and research. IIF is intensely engaged in research and has published a number of research books incorporating tested research findings, with practical usefulness with the sole objective of contribution and dissemination of knowledge.

* has contributed in developing new models, theories and policy prescriptions on contemporary economic and financial issues of relevance.
* acts as a major think tank in the country. It's news and expert opinions, often appear on All India Radio, Television, national press, research papers & books.
* has promoted research by instituting best doctoral thesis award, and a scheme for emeritus scientists.

List of Publications:

1. Capital Budgeting Decision under Risk & Uncertainty  J.D. Agarwal
2. Tax Incentives & Investment Behaviour  Manju Agarwal
3. Capital Mirage  K.S. Ramachandran
4. Expenditure Control & Zero Base Budgeting  K.L. Handa
5. Accounting for Financial Analysis  J.D. Agarwal
7. Quantitative Techniques Vol. II  J.D. Agarwal & Sagarika Ghosh
8. Economics for Decision Making  Manju Agarwal
9. Organisation Behaviour  J.D. Agarwal
10. International Finance  Manju Agarwal
11. Readings in Financial Management  J.D. Agarwal
12. Working Capital Management  J.D. Agarwal